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Numerical simulations and analyses are given for the implo-

sion of a hollow shell target driven by proton beams. The

target consists of three layers of Pb, Al and DT. The Pb and

Al layers play roles of a tamper and a pusher,respectively.

The main part of the beam energy is deposited in the Al layer.

But the process of deposition depends much on the distribution

of incident angles and particle energies. As the Al layer is

heated by proton beams, the layer expands and pushes the DT

layer toward the target center. This kind of implosion motion

is examined by using a similar solution for the slab model.

To obtain an optimal velocity of the DT implosion, the optimal

target size and optimal layer thicknesses are determined. The

Rayleigh-Taylor instability accompanied by the implosion motion

is investigated to be stable with respect to our target structure.

The effect of inhomogeneities on implosion is shown to be severe.

The fluctuation of the temperture in the Al layer must be less

than 101 and the deviation of the pusher thickness from the



average should be less than 4um with a view to keeping a high

target gain.

1. Introduction

In a subsequent paper, we want to show that 4MJ of the

proton-beam energy as an energy driver is required in order to

extract the electric output power of 1GW from a fusion reactor.

At the present stage of the technology, it is possible to supply

such an order of the beam energy from an energy source including

Marx generators (Suzuki s Kitagawa, 1982). From this point of

view, light-ion-beam fusion can run on the shortest way to the

goal of accomplishing fusion reactor. Through this paper, it is

turned out that the proton beam has many advantages with respect

to the beam-target intertaction. The proton beam fits as an

energy driver to let a target do a cannon-ball type of implosion

which attains a high hydrodynamic efficiency. The cryogenic

Uoilou shell target employed here consists of three layers of

lead (Pb), alminum (Al) and deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel. The

proton beam penetrates the Pb layer and deposits 701 of the beam

energy in the Al layer. In §2, the process of deposition of the

beam energy in the Al or Pb layer is shown to be dependent on

the distribution of incident angles of beam particles at the

target surface and on the distribution of particle energies of the

beams. To keep a high pellet gain with a limitted input beam

energy, it is indicated that the maximal incident angle of

impinging proton particles at the target surface is limitted

in the range of less than 30 degrees and the maximal deviation

of particle energies from that corresponds to the diode voltage



must be less than 10% (the deviation must be less than lMeV for

the beam energy of lOMeV). The expansion of the Al layer and

the implosion of the DT fuel layer are analyzed in S3. A similar

solution is derived for the implosion of a slab target and is

compared with the result obtained by a homogeneous expansion

model. Through a homogeneous expansion model for spherical

targets, it is possible to determine an optimal target size and

optimal thicknesses of three layers. Since the density of the

Al layer is larger than that of DT in the initial stage of implo-

sion, the target is rather stable with respect to the Rayleigh-

Taylor instability. During the implosion, the Al layer expands.

In the later stage of the inrolosion, the density of the Al layer

decreases to be less than that of DT layer. However, the dissi-

pation, the spread of the region of density gradient and the

nonlinear mechanism are shown to stabilize the Rayleigh-Taylor

instability in§4. In §5,the effect of inhomogeneity of the

temperature, the density and the thickness of the Al layer is

examined on the implosion of the DT fuel layer. These inhomo-

geneities bring about unstable implosion. It is expected that

the imhomogeneities of the temperature and the thickness of the

Al layer are less than 101 and 51,respectively.

In the next paper, the compression and the heating of the DT

fuel after the collision at the target center will be given.

The target gain, the fusion output energy and the fusion system

will be also presented. The method of beam propagation in a

reactor and the beam concentration on the target will be explained

in the following papers.



2. Beam Deposition in Target

The target employed in this paper is a cryogenic hollow

shell one which consists of three layers of the lead (Pb),

alminum (Al) and deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel layers, as is shown

in Fig.l. The target radius is denoted by r and the thicknesses

of the three layers are denoted by S-. , * and 6__,, respectively.

The inside of the target is vacuum. Proton-beam particles impinge

on the target in a spherically symmetric way. The stopping power

of the beam concerned with the bound electrons in the target was

exactly formulated by H.A. Bethe (1937). The Bethe equation is

written down as

CD

where E is the particle energy, x the stopping distance,

Zeff t n e effective charge number of the beam ion, Z the atomic

number of the storming meduim, n the number density of the

stopping meduim, m the electron mass, v the particle velocity,

6=v/c (c the light speed), e the proton charge and I the average

ionization potential of the stopping medium. In a high energy region

( >lMeV) at the normal temperature, the stopping power estimated

by the Bethe equation coinsides with the experimental data.

In our calculations, (1) is approximated by using the experimental

data.

Proton beams which are extracted from diodes propagate in

plasma channels and impinge on the target surface. When the

proton particles enter into the plasma channel, the particles

have their own angles with respect to the propagation direction
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(the z-direction). The distribution of these angles changes

during the propagation as is drown in Fig.2, where n(r) is the

number density of the proton-beam particles, N(r) the integrated

number of particles and n(a) the number of particles per angle.

The figure is drawn for the beam current of I=100kA, the spot radius

r =0.4cm of the beam at the entrance of plasma channel,the radius

r =0.Scm of the plasma channel and the maximal angle o = 0.125r.id

of the particle pathes regarding the z-direction at the entrance of

the plasma channel. The distance along the z-axis of the plasma

channel from the entrance section is represented by kz(k=.418/cm is the

wave number of the beam path in the channel ). When beam particles

arrive at the target surface,they have a distribution,of incident

angles to the target surface. Here we assume that the distribution

with respect to the angle is constant between the zero and the

maximal angle 6 . Figure 3 shows the stopping power of proton

particles in the Pb and Al layers. The figure shows the way how

the stopping power depends on the maximal incident angle 6 .

The stopping power in the metal layer has the Bragg peak when

the beam particles impinge normally to the target surface. As

9 increases, the Bragg peak disappears and the profile of the

stopping power differs from that for 8 =0. The target gain

G is plotted versus 9 in Fig.4 for the target whose radius is

r =5mm, the particle number of the DT fuel is N D T* 1.7x10 .irradiated by

the pulsed proton beam whose total energy is 2MJ, particle

energy is 8MeV, pulse width is 40ns and input power is

2 5
proportinal to the (time) ' . If e exceeds 30 degrees, G

decreases rapidly. The pellet eain G for 9_=*30 degrees is

comparable to that for the flat energy deposition in the Al layer.

The behavior of the stopping nower of the beam when oarticle
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energies of the beam are scattered is resemble to that when

incident angles of the beam particles are scattered. Figures

is drawn for the stopping power of the proton beam which impinges

normally to', the target surfaces with the particle energy of lOMeV.

Beam particle energies are assumed to be scattered uniformly in

the range of AE=K - E . , where EL a x is the maximal particle

energy and R_z *s t n e minimal particle energy. The stopping

power for AE = lMeV (&B is 101 of E ) in Fig. 5 corresponds to
IR3>X

that for 6 =30 degrees in Fig.4. Thus we conclude that only beam

particles whose incident angles to the target surface are less

than 30 degrees and whose particle energies are between E m a x and

0.9P can contribute to secure a high target gain.,

3. Target Implosion

In this section, simple analyses are given to the target

implosion motion in order to estimate the final implosion velocity

of the DT fuel layer. The fundamental equations governing the

expansion of the Al layer are as follows,

continuity equation;

9P 1 3r2Pu _ ,,,

momentum equation;

3u n 3u 3p cii
+ * U = ^ ( 3 )

energy equation;
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boudary equation between the Al and DT fuel layer;

In these equations, t is the time, r the radius, p the density,

u the velocity in the radial direction, ej the internal energy,

p the pressure, H the input power density of the proton beam

and M_T the mass of the DT fuel layer. The internal energy e^

and the pressure p are connected with the temperature T or

3RTdensityP through e. * -x—, p • pRT, respectively (R is the gas

constant and m the atomic mass of Al).

The motion is assumed to be spherically symmetric. The Pb layer

is supposed to be unmoved here, since it* mass is much heavier than

those of other layers. The boundary conditions are;at r=rQ (at the

outeT boundary of the Al layer) u=0;and at the boundary between

the Al and DT layers, the velocity of the Al layer must coincide with

the velocity of the DT layer as is given in (5). The similar

solutions which satisfy such boundary conditions cannot be found.

Therefore, we want to examine the implosion velocity by using

a slab target. The foundamental equations for the expansion of

the Al layer in a slab target can be reformed as

o,

3u
• .41 • -Si •



which corresponds to (2)~(5).

Here similar variables are chosen as follows (the similar so-

lutions are not unique),

(10)

T = k2t T(C), (11)

u - k ^ u(C), (12)

P- ^ 4 ^ ^ - P(5). (13)

By using these similar variables, (6)~(8) are transformed into

the following set of the ordinary differential equations,

where £ — ^ L ^ ^ i , f -k2pTCf J* k3Ru)-Hp1 5 r6 r7 z z ^
^^ 2 f J 3 3f f ̂

5 r6 r7 z z ^ 11 12 13



lft
f n = -k3£p (3-21*311), £12 = -^±, f16=2k3p, f13=-2k2kT, f4

f16
£17=£18 + £19 £r £18=f14+£12£3' f19=£12f20' f20 = £ n-f 1 2

f21-Vf20fl- .

(In the above equations, the letter k shows ths Blotzmann constant)
This system of equations can be integrated numerically by using

the Runge-Kutta-Gill Method. The boundary conditions at C-0 are

-9 - 8 -c'

x-Om, t»2.7xlO s or x»0m, t»7xlO s; and at g = l are x»5.3xlO "m,

t=2.7xl0"9s or x*7xl0"3m,t=7xlo"8s;T(5»O)=l.O, p(5"0)-1.0 and

u(£=0) = 1.0; T(x=0ra, t=2.7xl0"9s)=50eV=5.8xl05 K, p(x=0m,t-2.7xl0'
9s)

=2.79xio3 kg/m3and u(x=0m,t)=0.Om/s.

For this kind of similar equations, one large characteristic

feature is that the velocity u at the boundary of £=1 is determined

through C 9 ) - The similar variables p(£), u(£) and
are presented in Fig.6. From the boundary conditions for P,T

and u, we can choose that kx=7.OOxlO*
18, k2=2.lSxlO

14, k3=1.53

and k. = 3.19x10" . At last, we can obtain that at u(x=*7xlO~ m,

t=7xl0"8s)=1.31xl05m/s.

On the other hand, we propose here a more simple theory for

the implosion of the slab target. Our assumptions are that the

input energy E- of the proton beams is poured into the Al layer

homogeneously at the initial time and the Al layer expands homo-

geneously always through the implosion. Then the final implosion

velocity u»T of the DT fuel layer is given by
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c
6A1

(18)

where M, -is the mass of the Al layer, <5., and 6 are the initial
Al Al

and the final thicknesses of the Al layer, respectively, and y

is the ratio of the specific heats. In this equation, if we

,-5,

^l-5.3><10"
5m, <5A1 = 7.0*10~

3m,

.-5,
MDT=2.69*10 kg and MA1=9.11*10 kg, then we obtain uDT=3.19*10 m/s.

If we compare this final implosion velocity of the DT fuel layer

with that obtained through the similar equations, the adiabatic

homogenious expansion givesan optimistic value of C ' =2.11 times

of that by the similar equations.

Le. us return to the implosion motion of the spherical target.

As for the slab target, if we assume that the input beam energy

E^is supplied to the Al layer instantaneously at the initial time

in a homogenious way. ^fter finishing the energy supply, the hot

Al layer expands adiabatically and homogeneously. Thus the final

implosion velocity u~T can be expressed by

MDT +"

c3r*
rAl

Al/3_

16A1

"rDT

2rAl

Y-l

-^

fr
Ar

l/4(

rDT)

4 4

MA1
2

1/2

(19)

where r.,is the initial radius of the Al layer, r n T is the finallAl

radius of the DT fuel layer and

DT

is the initial thickness of

the Al layer. If we choose that E.=Z.8xlO6J, r.,=7.0*10"3m,
1 n X.
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. 3*10' 6m, MDT=2.69*10"
Skg and MA1=9.ll*10~

Skg

then we obtain uDT=3.87*10 m/s (Winterberg, 1968; Nuckolls,

Bangerter, Lidl, Mead&Pan, 1975). Through the calculations for

the slab target, this final implosion velocity should be considered as

an optimistic one and must be divided by the factor C . Thus

we can estimate that the real final implosion velocity is u_~

= 1.83xl05m/->.

In (19), r», can be regarded approximately as a target radius

rt- If we fix E., rDT,
 5

A1>
 Mtyr a"d M.,, the final implosion

velocity u D T is a function of the target radius rt- This re-

lation is drawn in Fig.7. We can see that the optimal target

size rt in orderto obtain the largest implosion velocity is r =5.2mm.

In the above interpretation about the optimal target size, the

motion of tamper (the Pb layer) is not taken into account.

Really, the Pb layer moves outward, accelerate! by the expansion

of the Al layer. When the target radius becomes large, the mass

.Mp. of the Pb layer increases, because the layer thickness depends

only on the particle energy and remain unchanged with a constant energy.

On the other hand, the mass Mn~. of the fuel layer is decided

by the amount of the output fusion energy, regardless of

the target size. Thus the large target radius brings on the

large mass ratio Mpu/MDT and brings on the small outward velocity

of the Pb layer. Due to the fact that the decrease in the useless

kinetic energy of the outward Pb-layer expansion with a larger

target radius, the optimal target radius will shift from r =5.2mm

to r =7mm, if we take the motion of the tamper into consideration.

As is clear from Fig. 7, U D T is rather insensitive on r . Beside

the implosion efficiency, the target radius can be determined by
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other factors, for example, stability of the implosion or

concentration of the beam on the target.

Let our interest turn to the thicknesses of the three layer

of the target. With a high particle energy of the proton beam,

the Pb and Al layers must be thick. Since the kinetic energy

E., of the Al layer accompanied by the fuel implosion occupies

a large part of the energy in the target, the increase in the

mass M., of the Al layer with the increase in the thickness 6.,

brings the decrease in the implosion velocity û .-,, provided that

the input beam energy E. is fixed. It is hoped that the Al layer

is thin to reduce M.. but the deposited energy is much in the Al

layer. The beam-particle energy T-.=4.3MeV seems to be optimal.

The target structure is decided as 30$ of the beam energy is

deposited in the Pb layer while 70% in the Al layer. This leads

us to choose the thicknesses of the Pb and Al layers to be

Sp, =44pm and 6. =53um, respectively.

Kith xespect to the amount of the DT fuel, we expect that

the thermal fusion reaction energy E =3GJ is released from

one target. Since the fusion energy E£ released by one DT re-

action is Ef=17.6MeV=2.82*10 J, the number N'of DT reactions

in a target is N'=Et/Ef=l.l*10
21. For uDT=2*10

7 cm/s, the average

reaction rate Y of the DT fuel is estimated to be Y=3S$ (see the

next paper). The particle number N of the DT fuel in the target

is calculated as N=2N'/Y=6.3*1021. Thus we have MDT=N(mD+mT)/2

= 27mg and 6DT=MDT/4irrtPI)T=230um, where mQ and mT are the mass of

deuterium and tritium, respectively, and pDT=0.19 g/cm is the

solid density of the fuel.

Since the solid densities of the Pb and Al are P b=11.3 g/cm
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and p ^=2.7 g/cm , respectively, the masses Mp, and M.. of the

Pb and Al layers are Mp, =310 mg and M.,=91 ing. The ratios of the

masses among the DT, Al and Pb layers are M D T
: M

A 1
: Mhh = 1 : 3- 4 : 1 1>

which suggest us that our target do a cannon-ball type implosion

(the Pb layer plays a role of cannon, Al layer a gunpowder and

DT layer a ball).

The total kinetic energy E, of the three layers of Pb, Al

and DT at the last stage of the implosion is estimated to be

E,=1.5MJ This kinetic energy is transformed from the thermal

energy of the Al layer where 70t of the beam energy is deposited.

As shown later, about 10% of the thermal energy remains in the

Al layer at the last stage of the implosion of the target

Therefore the beam energy E. poured into the target to implode

can bederiveriby E, =E, /(0. 7x0.9) = 2. 4MJ. The hydrodynamic efficien-

cy PH of this target is uH=EDT/Eb=23l.

The averaged acceleration of the fuel during the implosion

is denoted by a and the time duration of the implosion by x. .

imp

Through aTimD
=uDT a n d J aTiinn = rt' w e o b t a i n a=2.9xL0 cm/s

and T. =70ns. When the fuel with the solid density concentrates
at the central part of the target, the radius rDT of the fuel is

2
rDT=0.33rm and its surface area S ™ is given by SDT=1.3cm . The

pressure p. which acts on the fuel to accelerate to a is esti-

mated by p. ,,=MnTa/SnT=6.1*10 o . The Al layer pushes the DT

layer by this pressure Pj m D- That is n ^ kT^^Pj-p. where ns

is the number dencity of the solid phase,n =4.5*10 /cm , a. is

the averaged ionization rate of Al and is supposed to be a.=4,

and k is the Boltzmann constant. Thus it is necessary that

TA1>21eV to accelerate the fuel to the velocity uDT=2xl0
7cm/s
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at the last stage of the implosion.

On the other hand, the temperature T., of the Al layer

depends on the deposition rate of the beam energy in the Al layer

and the expansion velocity of the Al layer. The beam energy P,

poured into the Al layer per unit time is P, =4.9*10 W, if we

assume that 70% (1.7MJ) of the beam energy of 2.4MJ is deposited

in the Al layer during x. /2=35ns. By using the mean implosion
7 " 2

velocity u=10 cm/s and the mean surface area S=1.6cm of the boundary

between the Al and DT layers, the volume ^V in which the boundary

surface moves in unit time is given by ^.,=16 m /s. Through a

relation p.,SVA,»P, , the pressure p., of the Al layer is obtained

as p.,=3.0x10 " p which corresponds to TA,=70eV. Our" simulations

shows that T.,=100eV. Therefore the acceleration of the fuel is
14 2greater than a=2.9*10 cm/s in the early stage of the implosion,

although the acceleration decreases in the later stage.

The volume V., of the Al layer before the implosion is V..

=0.033cm , while the volume expands to v/,=1.3cni at the last

stage of the implosion. The expansion ratio f reaches ^v
=V\-\

/V.,=38. Through this V , we can estimate the decreasing ratio

HL of the temperature of the Al layer (the ratio of the temper-

ature after the expansion to that before the expansion, after 704

of the beam energy is poured into the Al layer) to be ^=(.1/^)

=0.088. Thus we can imagine that about 104 of the thermal energy

remains in the Al layer at the last stage of the implosion.

The sound velocity aA, of the Al layer with TA1=100eV is

aA1=/^TA^=2.4><10 cm/s. The time internal T in which the ex-

pansion wave traverses the Al layer of the thickness of <5A,

is TA1= SA1/aA1=2.2ns. Since T
A1is much smaller than

 T-mt)»
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expect that the Al layer expands rather homogeneous. At the last

stage of the implosion, however, <5., increases while a., decreases

with the decreasing T., (although the expansion velocity increases)

Thus the beam energy deposited in the Al layer at the later stage

of the implosion has a possibility to be not transformed to the

kinetic energy of the implosion through expansion. The beam

energy is recommended to be pouted into the target during the

earlier half of T. , that is Tb
=T- /2=35ns.

4. Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

Inertial confinement fusion by using the light ion beam has

an advantage with respect to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

In the initial stage of the implosion, the density of the Al

layer is so larger than the density of the DT layer that the

Rayleigh-Taylor instability does not occur. There is a possi-

bility, however, that the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is induced

in the later stage of the implosion after the Al layer expands

significantly to become less dense than the DT fuel.

The instability is examined by using a particle-in-cell

method with an area-weighting technique in order to suppress non-

physical fluctuations and numerical viscosity (Nishiguchi & YABE,

1981). A slab model approximation is employed and simulations

are performed in a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system.

Both the viscosity and the thermal conductivity at the

density-discontinuous surface stabilize fluctuations and saturate

growth rates with short wavelengths (Boris &Orens, 1978). An

example of the distortion of the density-discontinuous surface

between the Al and DT layers is shown in Fig.8. If we take account
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of the viscosity and the thermal conductivity, the maximal

growth rate Y „ and the wavelength A of the Rayleigh-Taylor

instability in the linear scheme are

8 (20)

as is clear from Fig.9 for the density-discontinuity with the

density PA1=0.13g/cm of the Al layers and the density pD_.=0.19g/cnT

of the DT layer. The temperatures of the both layers are chosen

15 2
to be equal (T=100ev) and the acceleration to be g=1.0*10 cm/s .

When the fluctuations grow into the nonlinear scheme, the wave-

lengh which leads the maximal growth rate shifts in the longer

region than that in the linear scheme. FigureslO and 11 (a and b)

indicate that a short wavelength (A*50um) does not,grow much,

but a long wavelength (A=500vim) continues to grow. The displace-

ments n of the boundary from the position in equilibrium for five

wavelengths (X=10,50,100,500,1000ym) are drawn in Fig.12 versus

the time.

The scalelength of the density-gradient at the boundary

depends on the process of beam-energy deposition in the Al layer.

Now let us suppose that the scale length of the density gradient

is comparable to the wavelength of the maximal growth rate or

to the initial thickness of the Al layer. The displacements n of

the boundary jfrom the position in equilibrium is presented in

Fig.13 for three wavelengths(X=100,500,1000pm) versus the time.

At the boundary with a density gradient, the growth rates of

instabilities reduce and amplitudes of displacements cease growing

in the range of 10% of the initial thickness of the Al layer.

It is concluded that in a target with a rather small density

gradient, the implosion motion will be stable with respect to the
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Rayleigh-Tarlor instability.

5. Instabilities of Implosion due to Inhomogeneities

Analyses about the effects of inhomogeneities on the target

implosion have not been done so active (Abe and Niu, 1981; Yabe,

Nishiguchi &Ueda 1981). Here the effect of the various inhomo-

geneities on the implosion is studied for a slab target by using

a two dimensional hydrodynamic code with mixed-Eulerian and

Lagrangean meshes (Frank & Lazarus,19 74)_ The target consists

of two layers. Outer layer is hot Al one whose thickness, number

density and temperature are respectvely 320ym, 0.4 times of the

solid density and lOOeV. The other is a cold inner Layer of DT

whose number density and temperature are respectively the solid

density and leV. The thickness 6__, of the BT layer is chosen

as a parameter. The outer boundary of the Al layer is fixed.

The directions parallel and perpendicular to the boundary are

taken as the x-and y-axes, respectively. The following three

kinds of inhomogenerties are taken into consideration.

a) An inhomogt .-̂ ity of the temperature in the Al layer.

The initial temperature T(x) in the Al layer is chosen as

T(x)=100eV(l+£TsinkTx), (2])

where e™ gives the strength of inhomogeneity of the temperature

and k~, the wave number.

b) An inhomogeneity of the densities.

The initial number densities n (x) and n (x) in the Al and DT

layers are chosen as
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n.,(x)=0.4n (1+e sink x) (for y>0), (22)
Al S p p

nDT(x)=ns(l+epsinkpx) (for y<0), (23)

where n represents the solid density, e the strength of inhomo-

geneity of the density and k the wave'number.

c) Ripples on the boundary between the Al and DT layers

The initial displacement n(x) of the boundary from the x-axis

(y=0) is chosen as

n(x)=5sinkcx , (24)

where £ is the amplitude of the displacement and k^ the wave number.

The detailed initial conditions for simulations and results ob-

tained here are tabulated in Tables 1-3, where

In (25) and (26) w is the y-component of the velocity of the contact

.surface and nis the displacement of the boundary from the i-axis.

The simulations derive the following summary.

A) Influences of the temperature inhoiaogeneity in the Al layer.

(1) Both the Al and DT layers expand, increasing the speeds.

This tendency is significant in the Al layer (see Fig.14).

(2) The velocity difference <Sw increaces until t=10ns.

After then 6w remains almost constant (see Fig.15). .fence Sw

increases uniformly with the time after t^lOns (see Figs. 16-18)

(3) Both 6W and 6n obtained from simulations are proportional

to E.p at any time during the implosion (see Fig. 16).
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(4) Both 6w and fin at the final time of the simulation tend

to become large as A_, and 6 „ respectively become shorter

(see Figs.17 and 18).

B) Influence of the density inhomogeneitjes in the Al and DT layers.

(1) The time evolutions of <5w and Sn are quite similar to those

in the cases of A (see Fig.19).

(2) Both 6w and 6n are proportional to £. at any time (see

Fig.19).

(3) The dependences of 5v} and Sn on the wavelength are

clear than those in the cases of A (see Fig.20).

C) Influences of the deviations of the boundary.

(1) Both 6w and 6n change irregularly in the initial stage.

(2) The values of 6w and Sn at any time are proportional to 5.

(3) The growth of n is larger as the wavelength is smaller

(see Fig.21).

From the facts mentioned above, it has been found that both of

6w and 6n are proportional to the strength of each inhomogeneity.

That is

E, (28)

where 15ns is the final time of the simulation. The proportional

constants a and b are functions of X and 6_T. That is,

a=a(A,6DT), £9 )

b=b(X,6DT), (30)
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where A is either of A A or C. Values of a and b can be easily

obtained from simulations. As 6w remain almost constant after

t=10ns, we can obtain

6nf=<Snt=15ns+<Swt-15ns- Ctf-15ns)=[a+b(t£-15ns)]£, (31)

where t is the final time of the implosion and 6n f is the ampli-

tude of the irregularity when t=t^. Now we impose the following

conditions for a stable implosion,

<5nf/2 < 6DT. (32)

From this inequality, we can estimate the permissible limit

of the strength of each inhomogeneity.

In the case in which the temperature has an inhomogeneity,

for example, when A S and t f are respectively 400pm, 160um

and 30ns (tf is determined by the target size), the inequality

T
- 2

(32) reduces to eT<8.09x10~ . When A , DT and t- are respect ively

200um, 160um and 30ns, we have eT<7.56*10 . When \^, 6QT and

t f are respect ively 400um, 80pm and 30ns, we have £T<3.55*10" .

Through the same kind of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , we have e<9.05*10

for A =400um, 6D_=160ym and t f=30ns, ep<8.30xl0~ for A =200ym,

6_T=160wm and t f=30ns, and c <1.14><10" for A =80Gvm, 6DT=160ym and

t f=30ns. For the cases of the surface r i p p l e s , we have C<4.31ym

for A =400um, 5DT=160pm and tf=30ns,5<3.43um for A£=200ym, 5DT

=160pm and t f= 30ns, and ?<6.29um for A£=800ym, 6DT=160um and

t f=30ns.

6. Summary

With respect to the light-ion-beam interaction with the
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target plasma, the beam has the finite stopping range which fits

the cannon-ball type of implosion motion of the target and leads

to a high hydrodynaraic efficiency. But the process of interaction

depends much on the maximal incident angle of the beam particles

on the target surface as well as the scattered range of the

beam particle energies. It is hoped that the maximal

incident angle of the beam particles is less than 30 degrees,and

the energy spread of the beam particles is less than 10% of the

maximal one.

In this paper^ we employ a cryogenic hollow shell target

which consists of the three layers of Pb, Al and DT. For the

optimal target structure, we can choose that the target radius

is r =7mm and the thicknesses of the three layers are respectively

6p,=44ym, 6.,=53uni and SDT=210jim for the optimal proton-particle

energy of Ev=4.3MeV. The dependence of the final implosion velocity

of the fuel on the target radius is not so significant. Accordingly

the target size is determined by, for examole instabilities

of the implosion or beam focusing on the target surface, apart

from the point of view of the hydrodynamic efficiency. Although

a slab model is used and conditions employed for simulations are

little different from that in section 3, the Rayleigh-Taylor

instability and the unstable implosions due to inhomogeneities

are respectively investigated in sections 4 and 5. Dissipations,

nonlinear effects and density gradient at the boundary is expected

to reduce the growth rates of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability

during the implosion. In order that the deviation of the boundary

surface during the implosion is less than thickness of the fuel,

the inhomogeneities of the temperatures and the densities in the
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target should be less than ten percent. The amplitude of the

boundary surface roughness is required to be less than 4pm.
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Table CaDtions

Table 1. The parameters and the simulation results, relating to

the temperature inhomogeneity in the Al layer.

Table 2. The parameters and the simulation results, relating to

the density inhomogeneity in the layer.

Table 3. The parameters and the simulation results, relating to

the initial irregurarity of the layer thickness.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. A cryogenic hollow shell target. The target consists of

the three layers of Pb, Al and DT. The initial densities

of the three layers are pp. =11.3 g/cm , p.. = 2.7 g/cm

and p_ =0.19 g/cm , respectively. Here the target radius

is chosen as r =R=7mm and the thickness of the three

layers are 6p, =R1-R2=44um, <5A1=R2-R3=53ym and 5 O T = R 3 " R 4

=230pm, respectively.

Fig.2. Distributions of the proton beam in a plasma channel-

In the left two columns, the number density n(r) and the

integrated number N(r) = /g2?rrn(r )dr of the proton beam

are plotted versus the radius r. In the right column,

the number n(a) of beam particles per unit angle is

plotted veTsus the angle a. The position in the channel

is indicated by kz, where z is the distance of the position

from the entrance of the channel and k the wave number

of the particle path in the channel (k=0.418/cm). The

figure is drawn for the proton beam current I =100kA, the

radius of the beam focus r =0.4mm, the radius of the

channel r =5mm and the maximal incident angle of the beam

particles at the entrance of the plasma channel g =0.125rad.

Fig.3. The stopping power of the target for proton beams as a

function of the maximal incident angle. The proton-beam

particle energy is chosen as -J3. =10MeV, and the thickness

6p, of the Pb layer is 6p, =113jira. The stopping power

dE/dx is plotted in the Pb and Al layer. The maximal

incident angle 6 is chosen as a parameter: The incident
0 m

angles of the beam particles are assumed to be distributed
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uniformly in the angle region below 8

Fig.4. The target gain versus the maximal incident angle 9

The chain line indicates the target gain when the beam

energy deposition is homogeneous in the Al layer. The

curve is plotted for the proton-beam input energy E-=2MJ,

the particle energy E =8MeV, the target radius r =5mm

and the particle number of DT fuel NDT=1.7*10 .

Fig.5. The stopping power of the target for proton beams as a

function of the spread AE of the particle energies. The

curves are plotted for the normally incident proton

beams of the maximal particle energy !^naY
10MeV< *n t*)e

figure A'E*E -E . shows the energy spread. ,

Fig.6. The similar variables P(C), u(£) and T(S) versus £.

Fig.7, The final implosion velocity u_~ of DT fuel as a function

of the target radius r .

Fig.8. An example of the distortion of the density-discontinuous

surface between the Al and DT layers. In this example, the

initial conditions are as follows : the mass density

-* -1 -- oA1»0.13g/cm
3 and the mass density of DT is P D T

0.13g/cm , the charge state of Alis 9,the acceleration is

10 cm/s and the temperature at the boundar is T*100eV

and is decided by the force balance.

Fig.9. The linear growth rate y of the Rayleigh-Taylor instabi-

ty versus the wavelength X. In the figure, the dotted

line shows the results by the linear ideal analyses, the

dotted line with (•) and the line with (<>) the results

by the linear analyses and by the numerical linear analyses,

respectively, in which the viscocity is included and the
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line with (•) the results by the numerical analyses in

which the viscosity and the conductivity are included.

Fig.10. The example of numercal calculations for two cases of (a)

short wavelength (^=50um) and (b) long wavelength (X=500um),

Fig.11. The examples of numerical calculations for two cases (a)

and (b), which are consistent with the cases in Fig.10.

The ordinate shows the mass density.

Fig.12. The displacement nof the boundary from the position in equi-

librium for the cases of density-discontinuous surface.

Fig.13. The displacement n of the boundary from the position in

equilibrium for the cases with the density gradient at

the boundary between Al and DT (the lines of- ( )).

The lines of ( ) present the results for the cases de-

scribed in Fig.11.

Fig.14. The stream lines of the Al and DT layers.

Fig. 15. The velocity variation <5w versus the time t. In the

figure, e~ shows the strentgh of the temperature inhoroo-

geneity.

Fig. 16. The amplitudes of irregularity of the contact surface

between Al and DT,caused by the temperature inhomogeneities

which have the various strengths eT-

Fig.17. The amplitudes of irregularity <5n of the contact surface,

caused by the temperature inhomogeneities which have the

various wavelengths ^y.

Fig.18. The amplitudes of irregularity of the contact surface for

various thicknesses 6
DT

Fig.19. The amplitudes of irregularity of the contact surface,

caused by the various strengths of mass-density inhomofene-
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v
Fig.20. The amplitudes of irregularity of the contact surface,

caused by the inhomogsneity of mass density, for the

various wavelenghts \ .

Fig.21. The amplitudes of irregularity of the contact surface,

caused by the inhomogeneity of the shell thickness, for

the various wavelengths A_.
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